
At a Glance

• Arizona is facing its greatest labor shortage in decades, with 209,000 unfilled jobs.

• Work incentive policies could help fill this gap by encouraging Arizona’s 77,000 people 
on probation to further integrate into the labor force.

• Steady employment promotes public safety by reducing recidivism and interrupting the 
cycle of crime.

• By implementing evidence-based policies that encourage people on probation to find 
and maintain full-time work, Arizona can promote both individual accountability and  
public safety—while also strengthening our economy.
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Incentives are among the most powerful tools policymakers can use to achieve their goals. The U.S. government used  
incentives to increase the number of Americans who own homes; incentives built Arizona’s agricultural sector into a  
$23 billion industry; and programs like the Angel Tax Credit have helped Arizona small businesses to grow and prosper.1

Arizona policymakers can apply these lessons to increase public safety—a key government priority—by expanding  
probation credits to encourage people to gain and maintain full-time employment while serving sentences in the  
community. Work incentives allow people on probation to earn time credits that reduce the length of their supervision. 
Steady employment greatly reduces the risk of recidivism, which means that incentivising work among people on pro-
bation can reduce crime in our communities.2 Incentivizing employment to expand the workforce will also help Arizona 
address its worst labor shortage in decades. 

Building on Arizona’s Successes
Arizona already uses incentives in probation policies. In 2008, the legislature enacted earned-time credits that allow people under 
community supervision to earn time off their sentence by complying with conditions of their probation, including by making 
restitution payments to victims. The earned-time legislation implemented in Arizona in 2008 successfully reduced the number 
of people who were returned to jail or prison for violating the conditions of their parole, resulting in significant financial savings 
from lower levels of incarceration.  Since these earned credit policies were implemented, revocations to Arizona prison dropped 
by 57 percent, saving the state more than $400 million.3

Arizona’s earned-time credits have the potential to be an even more powerful tool by incentivizing additional specific goals. 
Many other states use earned-time credits for meeting goals beyond general compliance.4 Texas, for example, offers earned time 
to people on probation who participate in behavioral programs, such as anger management or substance use counseling, as well 
as education programs and vocational training.5 In June 2022, Florida governor Ron DeSantis signed bipartisan legislation that 
introduced specific workforce incentives as earned-time credits for people on probation.6 Earned-time credits are an especially 
powerful tool because they are a strong motivator: A survey of participants in a Utah incentive program showed that 60 percent 
ranked time reductions as their most valued incentive.7

Arizona can use incentives most productively by incentivizing goals that align policymakers’ priorities with the interests  
of the target population. Employment incentives promote state interests, including public safety and economic growth,  
as well as individual interests like financial stability and success on supervision.
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Addressing a Labor Force Crisis Through Safe Reintegration  
of Probation Populations
As of June 2022, Arizona had 209,000 unfilled jobs.8 Economic dislocations caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, inflation,  
and rising wages, among other factors, have led to a “great reshuffle” with workers quitting jobs in traditionally lower-paying 
industries in search of jobs in higher paying industries.9 The greatest labor shortages appear in lower-paying industries, such  
as accommodation and food service, and wholesale and retail trade, which have large numbers of entry level jobs.10 Arizona 
businesses need policies that will help grow and retain a stable workforce, especially in these essential industries.

More than 77,000 people are on probation in Arizona as of August 2022.11 Research with probation and parole populations  
consistently indicates that the opportunity to earn reductions in supervision is a powerful motivator.12 As a result, work  
incentives provide a substantial motivation for people on probation to participate fully in the workforce. By encouraging  
tens of thousands of people to integrate fully into the workforce, work incentives can contribute to the economic growth  
of Arizona.

The Public Safety Benefits of Incentives
Work incentives also promote public safety and increase accountability within the justice system. Probation revocations make 
up approximately 26 percent of commitments to Arizona prisons.13 Strong evidence indicates that steady employment decreases 
the chances of a person on probation committing a new crime and increases their chances of success under supervision.14

The W. P. Carey School of Business at Arizona State University reported that graduates of Televerde, an Arizona program that 
helps women leaving prison successfully gain and retain employment, experienced a three-year recidivism rate of 5.4 percent 
compared to a 59 percent recidivism rate among women released from prison nationally.15 The report attributes this significant 
difference in recidivism to Televerde graduates’ ability to gain steady employment. 

Conversely, a study published in the Federal Probation journal found that 80 percent of those revoked while under community 
supervision were unemployed.16

In addition, incentive policies allow people on probation to demonstrate individual accountability by exceeding the general  
expectations of probation. This allows probation offices to more easily differentiate between people who are successfully  
complying with the conditions of their probation and those who may require greater levels of attention. People on probation 
who gain earned-time credits exit supervision sooner, allowing probation offices to save time, money, and resources while  
focusing on higher risk populations.17 

Policy Solutions
Public safety is a key government responsibility. By implementing following recommendations, state lawmakers can help  
make all Arizonans safer, while also strengthening the state’s economy. 

INCENTIVIZE SUCCESS.  
The Arizona legislature should implement incentives in the state’s criminal justice system that encourage people  
to expand the state’s workforce, maintain steady employment, and take actions that advance public safety. 

MEASURE PROGRESS.  
Arizona should collect and publish data to measure successes as well as remaining challenges. Useful data include the number  
of people who face revocation hearings each year, the outcomes of those hearings, and lengths of stay in confinement (whether 
jail or prison). 

REINVEST SAVINGS IN SAFETY STRATEGIES THAT WORK.  
Arizonans deserve to be safe. Work incentives are one strategy that the state can pursue that will increase the workforce,  
expand prosperity, and contribute to the safety of our communities. Beyond the direct safety impacts, incentives are  
demonstrated to produce significant budgetary savings. The Arizona legislature should reinvest savings created by work  
incentives into safety strategies that work, such as grants to community-based organizations to provide key victim services  
and trauma recovery.
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Alliance for Safety and Justice (ASJ) is a national advocacy organization that aims to replace ineffective criminal justice 
system policies with what works to keep people safe. We represent diverse crime survivors and people living with  

old records as key public safety stakeholders—including more than 1,500 crime survivors in Arizona. ASJ brings our 
members together with state leaders and coalition partners to win reforms that stop cycles of crime, reduce costly 

incarceration, and make communities safer.  We support a range of “shared safety” reforms, including crime prevention, 
community health, rehabilitation, economic mobility, and trauma recovery. 

For more information, visit: allianceforsafetyandjustice.org
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